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The Oy of Elul - Parashat Ki Tavo, 5773/2013 

Delivered by Rabbi Noah Arnow, August 24, 2013 

 

On Thursday morning at minyan, as is his custom, Howard Joffe announced, “Today is 

the 16th day of the month of Elul.”  And simultaneously, both Rabbi Krupnick and I let out an 

audible “Oy.”  If I can speak for my fellow rabbis and hazzanim, that “Oy” that we share as the 

month of Elul winds down and Tishrei and Rosh Hashanah approach, is first and foremost an 

“oy” of “How will I get done everything that needs to get done between now and then,”  in a 

most practical, work-oriented sense.  

But there’s another level to that “oy” too, one that is shared, or at least should be 

shared, by every Jew.  It’s a more existential “Oy,” of angst, of maybe a little fear, of worry 

about the cheshbon hanefesh—the accounting of our souls—that we are supposed to be 

working on during this month of Elul.  It’s an “Oy” of “I haven’t done it yet,” of “I don’t like what 

I’m going to find,” of “I have a lot of work to do on myself in the next week and a half.”   

And this all begs the question, as we are examining our souls, our deeds, our psyches, of 

how good do we have to be?  Or put differently, “What does it mean to be a good Jew?”   

There’s a verse in this week’s Torah portion, the explanations of which give radically 

different answers to this question of what a life of mitzvot looks like, of how good we have to 

be.  I’m grateful to my teacher, Dr. Walter Herzberg, for bringing these sources to my attention.   

The verse is Deuteronomy 27:26, which was in the first aliya we read this morning.  [It’s 

on page 1148.]  At the end of chapter 27, Moses instructs the Levites, when they all enter the 

land of Israel, to curse those who violate twelve different prohibitions.  The twelve prohibitions 

include making an idol and worshipping it in secret, insulting our parents, misdirecting a blind 

person, subverting the rights of the stranger, the orphan or the widow, lying with one’s father’s 

wife or one’s sister, accepting a bribe in a murder case, and not upholding the terms of the 

Torah and observing them.   

Commentators observe that these are all curses upon things done in private, in secret, 

for which a court will be unlikely to prosecute, requiring divine punishment, since human 

punishment will be impossible.   

But this last curse, “Cursed be he who will not uphold the terms of this Teaching and 

observe them—And all the people shall say, Amen.”  What does it mean to “not uphold the 

terms of this teaching and observe them?”  

Ramban, the great 13th century Spanish commentator, explains that we must accept and 

acknowledge the mitzvot in our hearts and consider them as truth.  The curse comes upon 

anyone who denies any of the mitzvot, or considers any of the mitzvot annulled forever.  This 

means, if you say you believe in all the mitzvot except kashrut, or tzedakah, or any single one of 

them, you are cursed.  Also, if you say that any of the mitzvot have been annulled—that is, have 

been rescinded—you are cursed.  This isn’t things that are no longer possible, but rather, saying 
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that, for example, we no longer have to keep kosher.  This last comment, of course, may well be 

a response to Christianity, which teaches that there is a new testament which overrides the old, 

and has annulled many of the laws of the Torah.  

Ramban goes on to say that a person who breaks a commandment and eats pork 

because of one’s desire—because that ham sandwich just looks so, or if one doesn’t build a 

sukkah out of laziness, one is not cursed, because those are mistakes that come from personal 

weakness, not from denying mitzvot.   

For Ramban, we must aspire to fulfill each and every mitzvah, even if we are not yet 

able to, because of our own inner weakness, our desires, our circumstances.  You could almost 

say that for Ramban, it’s the thought that counts!  (Of course, it’s much, much, much better to 

do the mitzvot than not, needless to say.)   

Don Yitzchak Abarbanel, a fifteenth century Spanish Torah commentator looks at this 

totally differently.  He reads the verse carefully and points out that it does not say, “Cursed is 

the one who does not uphold all of the words of this Torah.”  Rather, it says, “Cursed is the one 

who does not uphold the words of this Torah.”  It doesn’t say “all the words,” just “the words.”  

Therefore, says Abarbanel, if people uphold even one mitzvah in their lives, they avoid this 

curse, and, says Abarbanel, earn a place in the world to come.   

The example Abarbanel gives is from the traumatic story from the Talmud of Rabbi 

Hanina ben Tradyon, who was killed by the Romans for teaching Torah.  The Romans burn him, 

but surround his heart with wet wool, to keep him alive longer so as to prolong his agony.  The 

executioner, seeing Rabbi Hanina ben Tradyon’s agony, says, “If I raise the flame and take away 

the wool, will I have a place in the world to come?”  Rabbi Hanina ben Tradyon says yes, and 

the executioner then raises the flames and removes the wool.  The conclusion of the story is 

another rabbi’s tearful observation that one person may merit the world to come through one’s 

actions throughout an entire lifetime, and another may merit the world to come in a single 

moment.  One mitzvah, done with all one’s heart, soul and might, can be enough.  

Abarbanel offers a minimalist approach—all that one needs to do to have a place in the 

world to come may be to do just one mitzvah sincerely—because such a person has upheld at 

least some of the words of the Torah, and thus avoids the curse our verse threatens.   

In the end, I do not think Abarbanel is suggesting that we should go through life thinking 

we can do just one mitzvah, and skate into heaven.  Rather, he’s reminding us that even those 

who may seem to us like they barely have an iota of goodness—like Rabbi Hanina ben 

Tradyon’s executioner—may yet do teshuvah.  This, for Abarbanel, is an article of faith—in 

believing in the possibility of teshuvah for anyone—even and most of all, for ourselves.   

A better model for most of us, though, who I hope are closer to doing all the mitzvot 

than doing just one, is Ramban’s.  His is an aspirational Judaism—a religious life and journey 

where we say we do not yet do as much as we want—that we aspire to do more, to do better.  

That’s what Ramban wants from us, to always be reaching higher, and deeper in ourselves, 
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higher and deeper in mitzvot, in our service of God, and in our repairing the world.  And about 

any mitzvah we do not do, we should be able to say, not that we don’t do it, but that we don’t 

YET do it.  When Franz Rosenzweig, the great early 20th century German Jewish philosopher was 

asked if he put on tefillin, he replied, famously, “Not yet.”   

As we look from this 18th day of Elul (oy!) towards Rosh Hashana, what are our “not 

yet’s,” the mitzvot to which we aspire this year, while we still have time?   

Shabbat shalom.   


